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Lin Feng subconsciously glanced at Lin Ziming next to him, and then said:
“Master Tang, you also know the rules of listening to the wind pavilion. We
can’t disclose guest information. But I assure you that the Tianzhao box is
indeed. I have been booked by a distinguished guest! Now the distinguished
guest is in the Tianzi box, I really didn’t lie to you.”
However, Tang Chenghong didn’t appreciate it at all. He directly said with a
strong means: “I don’t care about this. Anyway, I must have a Tianzi box
today. If you can’t arrange it for me within an hour, then you will wait to
step down!”
Lin Feng gritted his teeth, and every word and expression of Tang
Chenghong made him annoying. If he hadn’t been good enough, he couldn’t
help it now.
He also knew that Tang Chenghong dared to be so arrogant, mainly because
of Lin Zihao’s relationship. If he confronted hard, he would not be able to
beat Tang Chenghong, so he had to continue gritting his teeth and saying,
“Master Tang, Tingfeng Pavilion was founded by the master. Career, I
advise you not to go too far!”
Tang Chenghong was immediately happy, “Oh, what, do you dare to
threaten me not? Then the dead ghost Lin Changtian is coming to scare me?
Haha, what a joke! Do you think I will be scared?”
After a pause, he changed his expression and never concealed it. He became
even more cold and disdainful: “Now the Lin family is not the Lin family
before. The Tingfeng Pavilion belongs to the Lin family. Do you think you
can hold it on? Listen? Sooner or later, Fengting will be my cousin Lin
Zihao’s pocket! If you know me, I advise you to quickly and obediently give
Fengting your hands, otherwise, there will be no good fruits for you!
In what he said, he could no longer be described as arrogant, but absolutely
aggressive and deceiving too much, and he directly tore his face.
Lin Feng gritted his teeth, his face paled a bit. He knew that Lin Zihao was
going to regain the Tingfeng Pavilion sooner or later. He didn’t expect it to
come so quickly and so strongly that he didn’t give him any face at all.
Now his heart is very angry, but it is more bitter, because he knows that
Tang Chenghong is right. With Lin Zihao’s power and energy, it is not his
little Tingfengting executive who can resist.
The wisest way is to offer Tingfengting both hands.
But he is not reconciled!
His life was picked up by the master Lin Changtian, and even the name Lin
Feng was taken by the master. It can be said that his life was given by the
master. Moreover, for so many years, the master has treated him well.
Tingfeng Pavilion is an industry created by the master. Before the master
had something to do, he confessed to him earnestly. You must guard the
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Tingfeng Pavilion so that you can’t easily be taken away.
At that time, he couldn’t understand these words, and thought that the
master was telling him not to be acquired.
Only now did he understand that what the master meant was to leave the
Tingfeng Pavilion to Lin Ziming and not to be taken away by Lin Zihao.
Because he also knew about the 50 billion inheritance left to Lin Ziming
before the master’s death. Facts have proved that Lin Zihao is wolfish
ambition and not a good person. It is very possible that the master became a
vegetable in the past, it was Lin Zihao’s handwriting!
Therefore, he must personally guard the Tingfeng Pavilion, so as to leave it
to Lin Ziming.
At this moment, a voice suddenly sounded, very cold and full of majesty,
and said to Tang Chenghong, “Apologize.”
Of course it was Lin Ziming who spoke. His words appeared abruptly,
because from the beginning till now, Lin Ziming has never spoken, standing
there like a piece of wood, there is no sense of existence. Now his words
make Tang Chenghong and the others were stunned for a while, staring at
them one after another.
In fact, it wasn’t just Tang Chenghong, those people also regarded Lin
Ziming as an employee of Tingfengting, and they didn’t pay attention to him
at all, so it was needless to say that they put him in their eyes.
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